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Gabriel A. Almond （1911～2002）was a famous American political scientist best 
known for his pioneering work on comparative politics, political development, 
political culture and other topics. He is the founder of structural functionalism. he 
proposed to use the political system, function, role and other new conceptions instead 
of the State, power, position and other traditional political terms(change the State, 
power, position and other traditional political terms to the political system, function, 
role and other new conceptions). Political system , which is composed of the 
interactive political structures such as voters, interest group, legislature and 
bureaucracy, relies on the support of legitimate coercive power and interacts with the 
domestic and international environment constantly.The political structure contains a 
variety of interrelated and interactive role. The terms such as structure and role are 
used to emphasize the practical action of participant. Furthermore, he pointed out that 
one should understand the real as, basic tendency and psychological aspects (political 
culture) of the political system in the research. 
Almond’s theory of political development, based on the framework of his structural 
functionalism, advocated that political development was( contains) the differentiation 
of political structures, the process of system capacity increase (the process of increase 
in system capacity). And the two most important perspectives are the Structural 
differentiation and cultural secularization. His theory stressed the mutual adaptation of 
Political structure and function, and the impact of political culture on the political 
function. In the theory, through the Structural differentiation and cultural 
secularization, the basic way of political development, it would form a political 
system with complete systems, processes and policies, ( Almond s theory of political 
development holds that political development is the development of political 
function.He takes Structural differentiation and cultural secularization as the 
important presentation of political function development and an important means to 
improve the political functions in three layers,including system,process and 
policy)and lead to the development of the political system. In other words, the 
differentiation of political structures, the degree of cultural secularization and the 
increase of system capacity are the final measures of the political 
development.Although Almond’s theory of political development is significant in 
academic and practice otherwise, there are some limitations in the political 













conservative of structure - function analysis framework and the narrow meaning of 
cultural secularization. Finally ,After a  brief evaluation of Almond's political 
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